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Editor’s Notes
by Joyce Hayne
2016-2017
Board of Directors
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Vice-Chairman
Allison Radford
Anderson’s Liquor
Secretary
Marc Leblanc
Liquor Lodge
Treasurer
Bob Richardson
Crowfoot Liquor Store
Past-Chairman
Paul Howe
8th Street Crescent Heights
Wine & Liquor Store

Happy New Year! As consumers are setting goals for the New Year, so should retailers. Most store
owners would happily increase profits this year, and we’re giving you lots of ideas on how to do that.
First of all, you can support other Alberta businesses by buying local. Consumers are demanding
local beer, spirits and mead, and there are some great producers right here in Alberta! Expand your
selection of craft products and you’ll increase your bottom line.
Other new revenue opportunities include marijuana sales, and the federal government will be
announcing who can sell recreational cannabis in the spring. In the meantime, look at how you can
take advantage of selling this new product, and educate politicians on the reasons that liquor stores
are the best channel of distribution to keep consumers safe.
Online sales represent another way to grow sales outside your typical sales area. In the future, you
may also be able to sell outside provincial boundaries.
Finally, look at how you can buy LTOs to earn more profit on sales and not be caught with an
excessive amount of inventory.
Wishing you a successful and profitable 2017!

Central Alberta Director
Jay Robinson
Wainwright Liquor and Cold Beer
Northern Alberta Director
Vacant
Southern Alberta Director
Brent Newman
Sobeys
Edmonton Director
Gerald Proctor
Liquor Stores GP Ltd
Calgary Director
Don McConkey
Co-op Wine, Spirits, Beer
Directors at Large
Grant Graves
Kensington Wine Market
Ranjan Kumar
Whole Cellars: Beer, Wine & Spirits
Christine Doell
Original Beach Corner Liquor
Special Advisor to the President
Irv Kipnes
Chairman’s Council
Greg Krischke
Corinthia Liquor
ALSA President
Ivonne Martinez
ALSA Member Services Coordinator
Howard Riddel
ALSA Office Manager
Cassandra Murray

upcoming events
January 18 Edmonton Whisky Festival Delta Edmonton South
www.edmontonwhiskyfestival.ca
February 17-18 Wine Fest Edmonton Shaw Conference Centre, Hall D
www.celebratewinefest.com
February 24-25 Wine Fest Calgary Stampede Park BMO Centre, Hall E
www.celebratewinefest.com
May 5-6 Calgary International Beerfest BMO Centre, Stampede Grounds
www.albertabeerfestivals.com/events-services/calgary-international-beerfest
May 6 Meet Your Makers Trade Only Tasting in Edmonton Shaw Conference Centre, Hall D
www.northernlands.ca/event/meet-your-makers-trade-tasting/

ALSA Office
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2707 Ellwood Drive
Edmonton, AB T6X 0P7
Phone: 780-415-5176
Toll Free: 1-888-233-3370
info@alsaweb.ca
www.alsaweb.ca
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May 7-10 Into the Vineyard, ALSA’s educational BC Wine tour
questions? email education@alsaweb.ca

ALSA’s Message
by Ivonne Martinez

2017 will be an exciting year for the liquor
industry and the Alberta Liquor Store
Association is looking forward to launching
new programs and services for our members.
We received great feedback from our
members about what kind of services they
would like to see ALSA deliver in 2017 and you
will see these being rolled out throughout the
year. Stay tuned!
The new ALSA website is up and running,
providing members with timely news updates
and training programs as well as improved
group buy offers.
ALSA’s members voted overwhelmingly in
favour of recreational marijuana being sold

in liquor stores, when it becomes legal
this spring. ALSA will be advocating to
government, agencies and other stakeholders
that Alberta’s liquor stores have earned a solid
track record when it comes to the responsible
sale of controlled substances. ALSA
members have rigorous training and strict
processes in place to ensure our product is
sold safely, responsibly and legally. Keeping
recreational cannabis away from children will
be critically important once it is legalized.
Our members have dutifully performed this
role, when it comes to alcohol, for more than
20 years and are uniquely qualified to do the
same with cannabis.

There are many issues that our industry will
be facing in the upcoming months. They
range in scope from municipal separation
distance bylaws to interprovincial trade of
liquor. ALSA will continue to advocate on
behalf of our members to government and
regulators. We need to hear from you on what
issues are affecting your business. What are
the issues you care about?
We need your voice at the table as ALSA
continues to move forward with updates and
improvements in our industry. There are many
Board Committees that you can participate
in to shape the future of liquor retailing in
Alberta. Join now.
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Cost
The single biggest factor in developing an
e-commerce strategy is cost. Online retailing
is a considerable investment even when done
on a small scale. Juanita Roos, owner of
Color de Vino in Edmonton, is launching a
new e-commerce website in early 2017. She
jokes that she could have bought three cars
with the amount of money she’s invested in
the site, which was developed by a local web
design firm. “It’s so expensive–it’s a huge
investment,” she says. She notes that they are
hoping online sales will account for at least
10% of their total sales revenue to recapture
the initial investment cost.

Retailing
Liquor Online
Developing an E-Commerce Strategy
by Mel Priestley

You can buy almost anything online these days. As e-commerce continues to
grow, liquor retailers looking to enter the online marketplace have to make some
big decisions.
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There are many e-commerce platforms
available and they often look inexpensive
on first glance, though the monthly price
tag doesn’t take into account the costs
associated with building and maintaining a
website from scratch. Roos notes that she first
experimented with a do-it-yourself model that
only cost a few hundred dollars to set up, but
was very limited in its flexibility.
Elliot Porozni, managing director of Highlander
Wine & Spirits in Calgary, echoes Roos’
sentiments about the high cost of developing
an online sales platform. He notes that there’s
a lack of software sophisticated enough to
handle the unique requirements of selling
liquor online and that many programmers
don’t understand the significance of unique
aspects of the liquor industry, such as the
importance of wine vintages.
“While we’ve been online for four years, we’ve
been constantly evolving and we’ve changed
our software multiple times,” Porozni says.
“As we speak, we’ve got a company working on
improving the customer experience, improving
the shopping cart. We don’t love the template;
we don’t love how it’s interacting. So it’s been
four years of non-stop capital investing and
trying to tweak it so that it works.”

Labour
Websites need people to run them and the more sales done online, the
more staff is required. Labour is another significant consideration for
an e-commerce strategy, as staff are required to build orders, handle
shipping or delivery, respond to customer inquiries, update online
information, and respond to any technical issues.
Bin 104, a small wine boutique in Edmonton, has offered online sales for
several years. Owner Bill Tanasichuk maintains the site himself, though
he’s currently reconsidering this approach due to a lack of customer
uptake. “There is a lot of work to maintain that database and I don’t have
the staff to do it,” he explains. “It’s actually not something that a lot of
people use, I’ve found. We’re not getting a great deal of response from it.”

Delivery and Shipping
As people become more accustomed to having products delivered
straight to their door, delivery capabilities must be factored into
e-commerce.
Liquor Depot, one of the brands under the Liquor Stores N.A. portfolio,
began offering on-demand liquor delivery in early 2016 through a
partnership with Drizly. A US-based firm, Drizly promises delivery within
one hour during a set time period, seven days a week. The product is
pulled from the shelves of one of four Liquor Depot stores in the city and
delivered for a flat fee of $5.

[

we’ve been constantly evolving and we’ve
changed our software multiple times.

]

“You’ve got to recognize that e-commerce is a component of retailing
today,” says Stephen Bebis, CEO of Liquor Stores N.A. “All we’re doing
is listening to our customers. We try to take care of our customers as
best we can, and they like buying from all different channels.”
Handling delivery in-house means that most retailers cannot offer it
on-demand, as online sales could quickly outpace delivery resources
during peak times. Color de Vino offers free delivery within a 15-km
radius of the store, and a reasonable surcharge outside that boundary.
Highlander offers free delivery on orders over $150 and a flat $25 fee for
any orders under that amount. Both offer free pick-up at their locations,
of course, as many customers prefer the convenience of shopping
online, but choose to avoid delivery fees.
Highlander is also integrated with Canada Post, which comes with
an additional premium, but allows them to easily ship province-wide.
However, Porozni notes that the size and weight of liquor makes it very
expensive to ship–it costs about $90 to send a case of wine from Calgary
to Fort McMurray. He notes that they also get a lot of inquiries from
outside the province, but Alberta’s current liquor laws do not permit
cross-border shipping.
Tanasichuk has also received numerous requests to ship outside the
province and notes that it’s a shame to lose out on that potential revenue.
However, he also notes that it strengthens the need for retailers to
maintain a strong local presence in their community.
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Inventory
Keeping online stock in sync with actual warehouse inventory is a critical
component of e-commerce. While a manual-entry system is the most
cost-effective means of selling online, keeping that database updated
takes a considerable amount of time and effort.
Because they are hoping to make e-commerce a significant revenue
stream, Roos opted for an e-commerce platform that’s fully integrated
with the store’s point-of-sale system. This ensures all online stock is
real-time and prevents the risk of selling out in-store before filling online
orders. This also allows her to make her entire inventory readily available
for online purchase.
Highlander takes a different approach, choosing instead to keep online
inventory separate from in-store stock. This offers the advantage of not
having to worry about updating the system if something sells out at one
of their locations, but also entails additional overhead costs including
extra inventory and warehouse space.

Competition

[

]

Keeping online stock in sync with actual warehouse
inventory is a critical component of e-commerce.

As the online market becomes inundated with retailers, standing out
from the competition is key. Offering unique and interesting products
is one way to stand out from the crowd. “We do a lot of importing with
some agents for exclusive products and we do a lot of restaurant work,”
Porozni says. “So we have a lot of products that are unique to us and
wanted to offer those online.”
Similarly, Roos plans to offer their unique selection of barware as well as
beer and wine programs, which rotate on a monthly or quarterly basis.
Ultimately, e-commerce is both a huge opportunity and significant
challenge for all sizes of liquor retailers. “We’re trying to get access to
customers that don’t live in this community and don’t shop here,” Roos
says. “There’s a whole other market that we could reach.”
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CLS UPDATE
by Stephen Dougans

product
showcase

New Consumer App
Connect Logistics Services (CLS) has operated
LiquorConnect.com for many years as a tool for
consumers, retailers, and agencies. As technology
has evolved, CLS has made a commitment to improve
its traditional website, ensuring it remains relevant to
these stakeholders. As more users are accessing the
site via mobile devices, offering an “app” became a
priority.
CLS chose to start with a consumer-focused app
on iOS and Android. Lessons learned from this app
will be used to guide the future release of an industry
version. Newly launched, the app is designed to
easily browse the Alberta catalogue of products
and locate them at retailers or licensees nearby.
Some new features for consumers include the ability
to create customized lists of favourite products,
searches, and stores.
Favourite Product - Creating a favourite product
is as simple as clicking the “heart” button, either
from the search results or while viewing the product
page. These are stored for future reference in the
“My Products” list. This allows the consumer to add
to their favourites list when they’re dining out at a
friend’s house or in a restaurant.
Favourite Search - The favourite search works
similarly, but instead of saving specific products, it
stores the search query, made up of the key words
or filters, for future use. Let’s say you love IPA beers
from Canada. Simply search for “IPA” keyword in the
“Beer” category and filter results with Canada as the
Country of Origin. Remember, filters are available
after conducting a search by clicking the “filter” area
at the top of the screen. Once you have searched and
filtered results to create a desired search that you’d
like to use again in the future, simply click the “star”
icon in the filter window. The app will prompt you to
name the search. In the example, you could call it
“Canadian IPA”. This search will be available under
“My Searches” at the bottom of the screen, so you
can quickly execute that search for the most up-todate results.
Favourite Store - Finally, the favourite stores
function allows consumers to designate stores they
like to frequent. When locating a product, the app will
prioritize these stores first in the list view of results,
if they carry the product in question. To select a
favourite store, simply click the “heart” icon after
selecting a store. These stores are listed under “My
Stores” at the bottom of the page for quick reference
with directions and contact information.
This app is the first version and enhancements are
planned for the Consumer version 2.0. CLS would be
grateful if you would test out the app and provide your
feedback from an industry perspective. Importantly,
any suggestions for new features to go into the
industry versions are welcome. As always, please
email ConnectCS@exel.com with any comments or
questions.

MERCURY
PREMIUM LAGER
Beer
Canada
This smooth, refreshing
lager is brewed in
the Peace Country
of Northern Alberta.
Mercury is made with
100% Alberta malt barley
and is preservative-free.
Designed to be simple,
delicious and easydrinking, Mercury has
already won the hearts
of Albertans across the
province.
Tasting Notes: Balanced,
sweet grain and toasted
bread flavours with
subtle citrus notes on the
finish
Awards: Winner of the
People’s Choice Award at
the 2016 ATB Science of
The Six Pack
Pairings: Pairs well with
smiles and high-fives.

SAN ANTONIO
PINOT GRIGIO &
SANGIOVESE
Red and White Wine
Italy

NOTABOO E.T.51
PREMIUM VODKA
Pinot Grigio 2014
Vodka
Canada

The San Antonio Pinot
Grigio and Sangiovese
provide excellent value
for very popular Italian
varietals in a convenient,
1 L size at $9.99!
The Pinot Grigio is from
the Veneto region of Italy
and the Sangiovese is
from the Emilia-Romagna
region of Italy.
Both represent correct
varietal expressions,
with the Pinot Grigio
displaying fruity notes
of pear and soft, well
balanced acidity.The
Sangiovese is pleasantly
dry with dark cherry and
floral notes.
Perfect wines for the
“after holidays” budget
blues!

Gold Award Vodka of San
Diego Spirits Festival
2016
E.T.51, our brand new
premium vodka, was
launched in Canada to
delight people who love
to share unique moments.
It has been noted for
being smooth and herbal
by Wine and Spirits
Wholesalers of America
(WSWA).
It is the result of the best
underground water from
Ontario combined with
mixed grains.
Relax. It´s time of
Notaboo!
750ml +787314
$33.90 Whsl - cases of 6

355ml cans, 15-pack boxes
+786090 $18.50 Whsl

1L $9.99 Whsl
Pinot Grigio +780598
Sangiovese +780592

375ml +787316
$21.25 Whsl - cases of 12

780-533-HOPS
www.GPBrewingCo.com

403-374-0515
vwwinemarketing.com

204-293-4476
www.notaboo.ca
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Just-in-Time Inventory
Just-in-time inventory allows for business
owners to increase efficiencies and decrease
overstock by making purchases based upon
forecasted demand. For example, a purchaser
would look at what they sold in their business
over the last three to four weeks and review
what they have on hand, then place an order
for the difference. This would ensure that there
are enough products available to consumers
until the next order arrives, without going
out of stock. This method relies heavily on
distributors for inventory, but what happens if
the distributors are out of stock, or consumers
buy more than you thought?

Effects on Stock Levels
Purchasers have to plan for what they believe
a consumer is going to purchase. Having too
much inventory on the shelf is an opportunity
loss, as the money used to purchase products
that sit for a long time could have been spent
to build the business in a different way.
Conversely, a gap in the inventory would be
created if not enough product was purchased
or an unforeseeable out-of-stock occurred at
the distributor level. The loss occurs when
the consumer comes to purchase the item
and it’s not available. Just-in-time inventory
maximizes cash flow, but should really be used
in conjunction with bridge buying to push
profits of a business up significantly.

Bridge Buying
vs. Just-in-Time Inventory
by Rebecca Hardin

The Alberta hospitality industry continues to be challenged by competitors
both within their local market and through the fast growing segment of
online ordering. To further combat the competition, retailers have focused on
driving a unique and convenient experience for consumers while maintaining a
comfortable profit margin. One strategy that continues to be important is bridge
buying product to supplement just-in-time inventory needs. To be successful
buyers need to consider the pros and cons of each strategy to ensure the
business is enhanced and cash flow is not tied up in inventory for long periods
of time.
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Benefits of Bridge Buying
Bridge buying has been used for many
years by purchasers. The core purpose of
bridge buying is to secure a large volume of
product at a reduced rate with the anticipation
of selling it in the future at a higher markup. Products are also secured to safeguard
against inflation (think about some single
malt scotches or Bordeaux), or when a
buyer wishes to create exclusivity for their
business by securing a container of wine
being shipped to the province that no one else
has access to. Two common methods often
utilized by purchasers are making prearranged
deals with an agent to buy products before
they become available or purchasing large
volumes of product on LTO. Both purchasing
techniques can achieve a higher than normal
profit margin and can significantly impact
the bottom line if done correctly. Agents
will often support large volume purchases

with exclusive tastings, consumer education,
on-packing, near-packing, and various types
of marketing initiatives to ensure the product
is sold quickly and to further enhance the
consumer’s experience. Agent support works
really well for multi-unit owners and those that
have various license types in Alberta and can
take advantage of licensee to licensee sales, or
even make use of a central distribution channel
for their stores.

Pitfalls of Bridge Buying
When bridge buying, purchasers need to
consider some serious pitfalls if they don’t
want to see all of their potential profits lost
to inefficiencies. If done incorrectly, business
owners end up with bloated shelves, aisles and
back rooms that are stocked full of inventory.
Cash flow can get tied up in inventory that sits
for many months, and some owners buy stock
on credit, so data analysis is critical.
Be sure to consider all costs when buying large
quantities. Do the math, and calculate loan
payback time and interest, storage costs, and
employee labour costs to handle the product.
Labour costs may double or triple, as product
may move around between storage facilities
before it gets sold. Consideration should be
given to the opportunity loss should product
not sell, become staled-dated, or breaks due
to mishandling. All of these factors will come
directly out of your profits.

Buying on LTO Boosts Profits
Here is a great example of how buying on LTO
can boost your bottom line:
A top-selling 15-pack can of domestic beer
goes on LTO for five dollars off per pack in
January. Most retailers are aware that this
is a top-selling SKU at any time of the year;
therefore, purchasers will look at the prior
year’s sales for the month of February, March
and then will order all the skids they sold in
these months plus some additional, based on
their sales forecasting, budget, and storage
abilities. The idea is that the retailer turns over
stock within a 2-3 month period, thus achieving
maximum profit per pack and bridging their
inventory from one month to another.
Here’s what the math looks like on a pallet of
domestic beer 15AR and 212 per pallet. No
taxes or deposits have been calculated.

[

purchasing techniques can achieve a higher than normal profit
margin and can significantly impact the bottom line.

		

Unit

LTO

Wholesale Cost

$20.44

$15.44

Pallet cost
Retail per unit
Gross sales

$4,333.28 $3,273.28
$21.99

$21.99

$4,661.88 $4,661.88

Gross profit/pallet $328.60 $1,388.60

Remember, just because it is on LTO, does
not mean products should be purchased with
large quantity buying. A strategic purchasing
method will maximize the return on each bottle
sold and ensure inventory turns over quickly.
Follow this simplified checklist to ensure you
are making the most of your buying:

]

√ Plan purchases in advance and always
make purchases based on sales history.
√ Compare your top-selling SKUs in each
category (i.e. beer, wine, spirits, coolers/
ciders) with what is on LTO. Bridge buy your
top-selling SKUs.
√ Review the prior year’s sales history for
the time frame you are planning to have the
inventory in your store.
√ When the product arrives, ensure till
systems and labels reflect the correct pricing
strategy so no dollars are lost.
Rebecca Hardin, Vice President of Rising Tide
Consultants, has extensive operational experience in
retail stores, analyzing business strategies, product
selection and maximizing the return on investment for
the hospitality industry.
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Better than
Business as Usual
Recovering from the
Fort McMurray Fire
by Mel Priestley

One week’s worth of stock doesn’t last very
long when you’re the only one open in town,
however, and Gouthro notes that they didn’t
make it through the first weekend before
selling out of many items, especially domestic
beer. Things soon returned to normal,
however, when the highways re-opened the
following week.
The Spirit, a family-run liquor store in the
Timberlea neighbourhood of Fort McMurray,
didn’t fare quite as well. The store was
undamaged by the fire, but manager Leo
Buscayno explains that they had to discard
their entire cooler inventory due to a problem
caused by the loss of electricity. Insurance
covered all of the damage, however, and
because they didn’t open until mid-July, the
highways were open and they were able to get
a replacement order fairly quickly.
“Instead of cutting back on stuff, we actually
got more,” Buscayno says, noting that they
initially focused on bringing in value products.
“Whatever LTO was on, we had to take it in, so
we could sell stuff at a discounted price.”

As the community of Fort McMurray continues
to rebuild after the devastating fire in May 2016,
it has been anything but business as usual for
liquor retailers. Two stores were destroyed in
the hardest-hit areas: Abasand Liquor Store
and Beacon Hill Liquor Store. Others were
fortunate to have been spared, and when
they reopened, they realized how much of a
cornerstone they were to the community.
One of the first stores to reopen was the
Thickwood location of Sobeys Liquor. Store
manager Cat Gouthro reopened on June 2,
2016, exactly one month after the mandatory
evacuation order. Miraculously, her store
didn’t suffer a single loss: there was no
property damage and their entire inventory
was fine. Even the store’s pet, a little betta fish,
survived.
On the day they reopened, Gouthro arrived
at the store with her daughter and another
employee. Initially they just intended to do
some cleaning and catch up on paperwork.
While Gouthro was in the back, the other
two decided to open the store, thinking that
it would be very quiet since many residents
hadn’t returned yet. That didn’t last long,
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however, after they advertised it on Facebook
and tagged someone from the local radio
station.
“We had about 15 minutes of calm−after that,
it was just explosive,” Gouthro recalls. “It was
better than business as usual. I was really
surprised in what we meant to the community.
People were just ecstatic that we were here and
we were open. They’d come in and they’d pick
us up and spin us around and give us kisses.”
After discovering the store was open, people
started stopping in, even if they didn’t want
to buy anything. Instead, they shared stories
and visited with others who had returned to
the community. “People would just come to
the store to hang out and talk and meet with
the neighbours,” Gouthro explains. “ Or if
they knew their neighbour was coming home,
they were buying gift packages and picking up
their favourite beer and getting a little package
together for them.”
“People weren’t buying in excess or doing
crazy things like that,” she continues. “They
were just happy to have some sense of
normal–to mow your grass and have a beer
when you were done.”

He echoes Gouthro’s comments about the
positivity of their customers. “People here are
very cheerful–you can’t get them down,” he
says. “Whatever happens, they always find a
reason to be happy.”
Even though her store didn’t have to make
an insurance claim, the experience taught
Gouthro the value of maintaining very
accurate inventory records. She also notes
that it’s critical to have employee contact
information on-hand. While the store has
a communication binder, it was left behind
in the chaos that followed the evacuation
order. “In a perfect world, we would have
[taken] that–but we didn’t,” she says. “A lot
of [communications] were emailed, and yes
you’ll have your employee [phone] numbers
in your phone, but not necessarily their email
addresses.”
Ultimately, the Fort McMurray fire proved that
liquor stores are more than just a place to
pick up a drink: they are a valuable part of the
community.
“Love your customers: that’s the only advice
I can really give,” Buscayno says. “It’s not all
about making money. Sometimes it’s about
giving back. When you give back, people
appreciate that and you’ll never be out of
business, no matter what happens.”

wine report

by Margaux Burgess

Sherry
In the very southwest corner of Spain, only a short journey from the
African coast, lies what may be considered the very heart of Spain.
The province of Andalucía is home to everything Spanish: flamenco,
bullfighting, tapas, and Sherry. The Spanish wine with the longest
history, Sherry was originally mentioned in the First Century BC, and
winemaking has been going on in the Sherry triangle towns of Jerez de
la Frontera, Sanlúcar de Barrameda and Puerto de Santa Maria since
the Phoenicians arrived in 1100 BC. The government-regulated region of
wine production is known as Denomination of Origin (DO) Jerez-XérèsSherry and Manzanilla - Sanlúcar de Barrameda and was established in
1933. It was the very first Spanish DO.
Regions - To understand Sherry it helps to understand the unique area
it’s from and the way it’s produced. Grown in a region with 300+ days of
sunshine per year and summer highs regularly above 40 degrees, the
Sherry triangle does not seem like an area conducive to wine-growing.
It is because of the sea’s influence and moisture-holding, chalk-based
Albariza soils of the region that this is an environment the grapes can
thrive in. Three grapes are permitted in the Sherry DO. The majority of
the region is planted to Palomino, which is used to make all styles of dry
Sherry. Pedro Ximinez is the variety most often dried in the sun to create
the sweet wines of the region. Moscatel is also used for sweet wines, but
only in miniscule amounts.
Aging - Perhaps more unique than the geographical characteristics
is the aging process. Generations of trial and error have created a
meticulous method of fractional blending to best communicate the
quality and character of the region. This is known as the Solera system.
After fermentation the wines are fortified and then placed in Solera to
age either with oxygen contact, or with a special protective layer of yeast
known as flor. The flor allows the wine to age with zero oxygen contact.
Each year the solera is topped up with new wine, in the same amount as
the wine that’s been removed for bottling and sale. With this method, the
newer wine takes on the characteristics of the older wine and style, while
quality is ensured from one bottling to the next. While the DO law states
that Sherry must spend a minimum of two years in this Solera system, the
majority of Sherry is at least an average of four years old with much of it
being considerably older.
Oxygen - The presence or absence of oxygen contact while aging in
Solera determines the style of the finished Sherry. Those aged with the
special flor yeast are the colour of sunshine, bone-dry, bright and crisp,
with refreshing salinity and citrus flavours. These are known as Fino
Sherry, or if the Solera aging takes place in the seaside town of Sanlúcar
de Barrameda the wines are known as Manzanilla. Manzanilla is ever
so slightly more delicate than the Fino of Jerez de la Frontera as it is
influenced by its proximity to the ocean and the persistent sea breezes.
If the wine ages in contact with oxygen it takes on amber tones and
darkens to intense mahogany with time. Known as Oloroso Sherry.
nutty, toast and tobacco characteristics are present in these wines.

Although the same grape is used, the style is completely different.
Falling somewhere in between are Amontillado and Palo Cortado, which
have influences from both Fino and Oloroso styles. In these instances,
the wine will start as a Fino with a protective flor covering, but the flor
fades away and the wine completes aging as an Oloroso. It then has
characteristics of both styles, often with Amontillado notes on the nose
and Oloroso character on the palate.
Sugar - The sweet Sherry wines are made from Pedro Ximinez that
have been dried in the sunlight to concentrate the sugars. This is also
aged in Solera, without flor and either bottled as an incredibly luscious
and sweet 100% Pedro Ximinez, which is perfect poured over vanilla ice
cream, or it’s blended with a dry sherry to create a less sweet cream or
medium style.
These varied styles and unique aging process have created a special
wine, but one that is largely unknown or misunderstood by consumers
and trade alike. This presents the special opportunity for you to introduce
something different to your customers. A small but varied section with
one of each style of Sherry adds interest to your store and opens up the
opportunity for discussing new products with your customers and offer
a truly memorable experience.
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Demystifying the Wine and
Spirits Education Maze
by Dr. Clinton Lee

the International Sherry Educator program
require that the person apply and then the
individual will be advised if she is accepted
into the program.
Specialist in Wine or Spirits - The Society
of Wine Educators from the US offers the
Specialist in Wine course culminating in
the Certified Wine Educator program. The
program is a self-paced online course and
exams are booked at specifically designated
examination centres. They are self-paced
programs. The Society also offers the
Specialist in Spirits course, which targets
all types of spirits and details the production
method.
WSET Spirits Program - WSET also has
a Spirits program specifically aimed for
spirit lovers. The program offers a strong
foundation in this area. WSET has been
gradually reducing the spirits section in their
programs, so this specific spirits course is a
solution to fill the gap.
Whisky Ambassador - “The Whisky
Ambassador” is an internationally recognized
certified qualification from Scotland and the
UK. The program is for industry professionals
and also aficionados, and offers a firm
foundation on the history, origins, production
and geographical aspects of whisky.

Wine and spirits professionals, whether
they’re in retail stores, wineries, distilleries,
agencies, restaurants or pubs, feel the
pressure for excellence. Competition is fierce
and demanding, so education is critical for
people entering the industry. With many
options available, staff question which wine
and spirits course they should take.
WSET Wine Qualification - The Wine Spirit
and Education Trust (WSET) is a UK-based
wine qualification that is highly recognizable.
There are four levels and after completing the
final level the student receives a diploma. A
number of schools offer this program and the
duration for the entire program can take up to
four years of study, although levels 1 and 2 are
relatively short. The emphasis of the WSET
program is more on the business of wine and
the different sectors pertaining to it. It has
the versatility to be of value to the importing,
exporting, agency, and hospitality sectors.
ISG - The International Sommeliers Guild
(ISG), as the name suggests, has a sharper
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focus on the service aspect of the wine
industry. This program has several levels as
well. Many of the province’s finest restaurant
professionals have the ISG qualification. This
course is as equally challenging as the WSET,
however, there is a more practical aspect to
this program.
Short Wine Courses - There are a plethora
of shorter wine courses. The former French
Wine Scholar (FWS) program is now part of
the Wine Scholar Guild (WSG). The FWS
course offers deep insight into the French
world of wine. The WSG is an organization
that has been created recently and courses
have been expanded to include Italy and
Spain. These courses are shorter in terms of
study time.
The North American Sommelier course, the
“Italian Specialist”, is another short course. It
is held less regularly and is considered to be a
challenging program.
International Sherry Educator - Other
international wine education programs like

Quini Universal Wine Tasting Standard Certification based on the Quini universal
wine tasting standard is now gaining firm
support with wine and spirit professionals.
The standard focuses primarily on
restaurants, hotels and retail stores. Quini
has an alliance with the Asia Pacific Wine and
Spirit Institute (APWASI). APWASI online
wine and spirit programs, which will begin in
2017, are developed by wine professionals and
university academics and will offer a broad
range of programs from country specific to
specialized wine categories.
Ultimately, education reigns supreme.
Deciding which course to take depends on the
area of expertise someone wants to develop.
Other considerations are time, cost, and the
recognition of the program. My personal
philosophy is that education is an investment
and never a wasted exercise.

Dr. Lee is an international wine lecturer, international
wine judge, wine writer and critic who has delivered
lectures to a wide body of audiences ranging from
professional bodies to wine aficionados.
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RAW DISTILLERY
Skiing, climbing, hiking and now, spirits:
A new type of adventure is about to arrive in Canmore
by Mel Priestley
RAW is the newest member of Alberta’s quickly growing selection of
locally made craft spirits. Avid outdoor enthusiasts and long-time visitors
to the Rocky Mountains, husband-and-wife-team Brad and Lindsay
Smylie decided that Canmore was the perfect background for their
spirits. The Rockies are a world-class tourist destination, and therefore a
perfect fit for sophisticated spirits using Alberta’s world-class ingredients.
“We can be on the world stage–we’ve got some of the best ingredients
available to us,” Brad says.
“We’re setting out to create a tasting experience in spirits similar to what
you’d see in a craft beer industry, but instead of a flight of IPAs, imagine
a flight of vodka or gin each with their own characteristics and taste
profiles. People will learn that not all vodkas taste the same, nor should
they,” Lindsay explains. “Craft beer has really taken off, and the styles
of beer have become really known–like IPA, stout or brown ales. I think
what we’re seeing and what we’re hoping to bring to the spirits industry
is that same kind of experience: those bold adventurous flavours, and
getting people to really profile their own taste buds and then matching
spirits to their individual taste.”

RAW Citrus Gin captures the fresh, zesty essence of tree-ripened citrus
fruit. “The first time we actually picked a grapefruit from a tree, scratched
the rind, and savoured the acidic, bold, and flavour-infused aroma, we
just knew we had to put that experience into a bottle,” says Lindsay. The
Smylies even rolled up their sleeves and zested citrus peels by hand,
which they combined with other botanicals to infuse a wheat-based gin.
The resulting spirit is something that can be sipped on its own, or used
to provide the citrusy element that so many cocktails require.
The story behind RAW’s Peppercorn Gin is fascinating: the Smylies
connected with Scott Eirinberg of The Reluctant Trading Experiment who
imports Tellicherry peppercorns from Kerala, India. These peppercorns
are considered the finest in the world, with wonderfully complex flavours
and a pleasant heat. Since spirits made from rye grain are known for
their spicy, peppery kick, rye was a natural choice as the base for RAW
Peppercorn Gin. The result is a punchy, bold spirit that contributes a
unique flavour to cocktails. Lindsay notes that it’s great in a Caesar.

RAW is aiming to have their first products available in late January or
early February. They are entering the market with three products–two
gins and a vodka–which capture their focus on crafting spirits with bold,
pure flavours. “Our brand, RAW, is going to signify how we’re distilling
our spirits too,” Brad says. “We are using raw Alberta grains and raw,
fresh ingredients that intrigue us and are sustainably sourced.”
RAW Vodka is made from a wheat mash, which contributes a smooth,
silky palate and purity of flavour. It’s a high quality, versatile vodka
that could be used as the backbone for any number of cocktails. Brad
describes the process: “We pay close attention to every detail. Our
mash begins life as hardy Alberta wheat sown by local farmers. Once
mashed, our fermentations are carefully monitored and strictly controlled
to ensure the highest quality results. Our philosophy of slow, small batch
distillation achieves maximum purity and precision for our product, with
just the right amount of character coming through to remind you of where
it’s made–in Canmore, Alberta.”

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E

She particularly recommends mixing it with a locally produced Clamato
juice, made by executive chef Jamie Ayles of Bow Valley BBQ in
Canmore. A locally crafted ‘RAW Parkway Caesar’ perhaps?

“We’re really keen and we want to see this industry grow,” Brad says.
“We’re creating some great spirits that we’re proud of and that all
Albertans are going to be proud of.”

Like most craft distilleries in the province, RAW is also working on
building up a cache of whisky that will be left alone to age for the
minimum of three years before being released. Meanwhile, they’ve got
plenty of time to work on other types of unaged spirits as well as host
tastings.
“Alberta’s making great products as a whole and we’re going to work
together,” Lindsay says. “As associates of the Alberta Craft Distillers
Association we are looking forward to being part of a growing industry.
Collaborating with other local entrepreneurs, educational institutions,
and products fuels our innovation. Working with the Canmore Brewing
Company is just the start!” However, Lindsay notes that starting a
craft distillery in Alberta is much more complex than a brewery due to
complex fire codes, building requirements, and Alberta’s current liquor
laws. Home distilling is illegal (unlike making beer or wine at home), so
those seeking to get into craft distilling have to gain experience from
other distilleries, sometimes outside the province.

Connect with RAW Distillery:

www.rawspirits.ca

RAW Distillery

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E

@rawspiritsAB

@rawdistillery

Color de Vino

A family affAIr

by Joanne Sasvari

At Color de Vino, it’s all about family. The Edmonton-area wine and spirits boutique is
owned and operated by the mother-daughter team of Juanita and Kelsey Roos. Juanita’s
father built the fittings and Kelsey’s husband, Ramon Miranda, works there when he’s
not serving at Corso 32, one of Canada’s Top 100 Restaurants. “We even have a dog in the
store all the time,” Juanita says. “It gives it a different feel.”
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That sense of family also encompasses their customers and many of
the winemakers whose products they carry. “That’s our whole goal.
Our atmosphere is so friendly,” shares Juanita, adding, “Wine is just
wine. It’s not complicated. It shouldn’t be stuffy.”
Clearly, it’s a winning formula: In 2016, Color de Vino won the Alberta
Liquor Store Association’s Greater Edmonton Retailer of the Year
Award.
That said, opening a wine store wasn’t Juanita’s original plan.
Opening a restaurant was. That was back in 1987, when Kelsey was still
a baby. For a while, Juanita co-owned and operated a 32-seat café, but
eventually decided to leave the restaurant
business and focus on raising her young
family. Then she started studying wine and
fell in love with it. Shortly after that time
she earned her Wine and Spirits Education
Trust diploma, and she says, “All the stars
aligned.”
She and Kelsey, now a mom herself,
opened Color de Vino in September 2014
in the community of Mill Creek. Compared
to the big box stores that are scattered over
Alberta, their store is tiny, only 1,000 sq ft,
every inch of it lined with bottles.

Like other wine specialty stores, they offer free in-store tastings
and private events, often led by visiting winemakers, which gives
customers the opportunity not only to try new wines, but to meet the
people who make them. For instance, they recently hosted a tasting of
Slovenian wines, very rare in Canada, but so delicious. And, because
they have so many culinary experts on staff and as customers,
they’ve become especially well-known for their expert wine pairing
recommendations.
Indeed, they even have a live chat program where customers can text
them questions about what wines to order with their meal when they
are at a restaurant. “That’s really fun for me,” Juanita says.

“we are packed floor to
ceiling. We offer whatever
we are most
excited
about.”

Another distinctive program
they’ve launched is their case
of the month, filled with 12
different hand-picked bottles
of intriguing wines—like, say,

“It’s sparkly. We have that cosy, eclectic
feel. My dad built everything and he’s 75
years old,” Juanita explains. “We have over 1,000 wine skus and we
have craft beer. We are packed floor to ceiling. We offer whatever we
are most excited about.”
Color de Vino specializes in high-quality, but competitively priced,
wine and spirits from around the world, especially from smaller, organic
and biodynamic producers. “We have a lot of non-manipulated wine,
actual farm-to-the-bottle wine. It’s clean fruit. I look for something
that tastes good too,” Juanita says. She also carries intriguing spirits,
things you won’t find everywhere, like Dillon’s Rose Gin, honeyed
grappa, or even commercially-bottled cocktails.

Juanita also makes every effort to connect with her producers, visiting
their vineyards when she can, hosting them in-store for tastings and
tutorials, and essentially making them part of the family. “We’re trying
to be that farmer’s market wine store,” she says with a laugh.
The Rooses also emphasize the importance of well-trained staff;
every employee has some level of WSET training and they have a
number of local chefs who work there part time.

an Italian vin santo, Uruguayan Tannat, old vines Aussie Shiraz, and a
perky Pinot in a can—for a 12% discount.
It helps that the Mill Creek community has the perfect demographic
for their store: younger, active, people who love to entertain almost
as much as they like to support independent businesses like Color
de Vino. “But one of my customers is 80 years old and she just buys
beautiful wines,” Juanita adds.
Still, Juanita hopes to keep expanding her business beyond her
neighbourhood, which is why she’s about to introduce an e-commerce
site. “Launching an e-commerce site has been a big investment, but
we’re trying to reach a little farther than the outskirts of Edmonton.”
And why not? We’re sure they’d love to join the family.
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First Things First: The Cheese
When you’re planning a tasting in your store
serving two or three different cheeses per
pairing session is plenty, as each one will be
distinct, and pairing a range of different beers
and wines with a few cheeses will bring out the
different characters in each. Have separate
knives to cut or serve each cheese−mixing
the Chèvre with the Muenster will muddle the
flavours.

Pairing Wine &
Beer With Cheese
Matching Flavours,
Aromas & Textures
by Tim Vandergrift

A customer is planning a party and wants to know what cheese should be served
along with some of their favourite wines and beers. There are hundreds of types
of cheeses, and by arranging them into a few categories, pairing becomes a
simpler process. Providing this value-added service will keep customers coming
back to your store for other advice.
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Just like wine and craft beer, cheeses’ flavours
are muted at refrigerator temperature. Cheese
should come out of the refrigerator at least 30
minutes before serving. Make sure the area
where the pairing is being held isn’t too warm,
so that firm cheeses don’t start to sweat and
soft cheeses don’t run off the plate.

Matching Basics
1. Sweet
and
salty
are
natural
counterpoints: Perceptibly salty cheeses
like Feta, Blue, or Asiago will highlight the
sweetness in your beverage. An off-dry white
or a beer with a sweet or malty finish will show
very well with these.
2. Consider texture: A lusciously creamy
Camembert folds straight into a softly
buttery Chardonnay, but pairing it with an
effervescent, crisp German wheat beer will
counterpoint and highlight that creaminess.
3. Match intensity of flavour: Just as you
wouldn’t pair a light Italian Pinot Grigio with
aged Stilton, you’d want to avoid Mascarpone
and oak-barrel-aged Russian Imperial Stout.
Keeping each side of the match within the
same level enhances them both.

Red or White Wine?
Most consumers automatically think of red
wine as the perfect match for any cheese.
In reality, bold or full-bodied reds will bind
to all of the protein and fat in a light cheese,
overwhelming it, and leaving a dusty or even
metallic aftertaste. For all but the richest
cheeses, suggest that your customers stick
with a low-tannin soft red like Beaujolais.
Whites are generally more versatile with
cheese.

What Style of Beer?
Serious pairing of food and beer is still
relatively novel here. North Americans
usually regard beer as a beverage consumed
alone, or with straightforward foods like
barbeque or burgers. With caramelized and
roasty flavours, along with varying levels of
bitterness and carbonation, beers match with
a wide range of foods. There’s also the added
bonus that beer is usually lower in alcohol,
so drinkers can enjoy a bit more without
becoming intoxicated.

[

runny cheeses show better with more subdued aromas and
flavours to complement rather than compete with them.

]

For customers already familiar with the
flavours of wine you can help their pairing
choices by relating the styles of beer to wine
varietals.
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Less tart cheeses like Ricotta or Mascarpone
work well with fruit beers, especially raspberry
or cherry-based Belgians.

[

the roasty malt and subtle caramel of a Brown or Amber Ale
enhance the nutty tones and savouriness of these cheeses.

Pilsner/Lager - Crisp dry whites like Riesling
Pale Ale - Chardonnay or lighter Pinot Noir
India Pale Ale - Full-bodied, intense red or
heavy, oaked Chardonnay
Wheat beer - Sparkling wine or very dry
whites
Belgian Ale - Complex, fruit-forward wines
Porters, Stout, Barleywine- Blockbuster
reds like California Cab, Amarone or LBV Port

Pairing Styles
To simplify pairing choices, it helps to divide
cheese into four broad styles, each with a
distinct character that matches with specific
styles of beer and wine.
• Fresh and light - cheeses that have not
been aged, or are only lightly cured. These
are mild and creamy, and have a high moisture
content and soft texture. Think Chèvre,
Mascarpone, and Feta.
• Aged/Firm - ranging from mild to sharp/
pungent with a body that ranges from
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]

firm at room temperature to hard-grating
cheeses. Think sharp Cheddar, aged Gouda,
Parmigiano-Reggiano, or anything described
as ‘nutty’.
• Creamy and/or funky - cheeses with a rind
that covers a creamy interior that ranges from
mellow to eye-wateringly ripe, and usually
runny at room temperature. Think triple-creme
Brie, Cambozola, and Epoisses.
• Blue - these cheeses have blue/green veins,
from penicillium mold, which is added during
the cheese-making process, giving them a
distinct flavour ranging from mild to assertive.
Think Danish Blue, Stilton, and Gorgonzola.

The zesty acidity of New Zealand Sauvignon
Blanc is a great match for Chèvre, and
Muscadet-Sèvre et Maine has a roundness
that belies its delicacy. You can also suggest
Italian Pinot Grigio or similar delicate whites.
Soft but mellow cheeses like Mozzarella
or Burrata show well against slightly more
forceful whites like Gruner Veltliner or
Albariño, or a dry Provençal rosé, or even a
lightly chilled (58°F/15°C) Beaujolais.

Aged Cheese
It’s important to distinguish between agedstyle and aged: Cheddar is technically an
aged cheese, but the generic store brand is
only months old and won’t have the intensity
of a 7-year-old English Cheddar. For semihard or medium-aged cheese like Emmenthal,
Gruyère, Jarlsberg, young Cheddar, or
Manchego, the graininess and malt of a
Pilsner, or the roasty malt and subtle caramel
of a Brown or Amber Ale enhance the nutty
tones and savouriness of these cheeses.

Fresh cheeses are typically delicate, but many
have a subtle tartness. Remember to match
the intensity of the beer or wine to the cheese.

Medium-bodied whites and fruity reds will
balance these cheeses with balanced acidity
and moderate tannin. Pinot Blanc, Viognier,
off-dry Riesling, Gewürztraminer, along with
French Pinot Noir, Dolcetto, or Barbera are
excellent choices.

For Feta or Chèvre serving a German-style
Wheat beer or a Belgian Wit will not only
balance the cheese with crisp tartness, but the
subtle spiciness of these beers is very inviting,
and the crisp carbonation cleanses the palate.

Well-aged cheeses like Cheshire, aged
Gruyère, Gouda, Pecorino Romano, or
Parmigiano Reggiano need the bitterness of
hops and some residual sweetness to tame
their nuttiness, umami and saltiness. IPA and

Fresh and Light

Imperial or Double IPA, along with sweet
Stout, or specialty beers like Belgian Trippel
will stand up to these cheeses.
Similarly, very full-bodied whites, tannic reds
or sweet wines can also tame these cheeses.
Barolo, Zinfandel, sweet Riesling, Tawny Port,
White Burgundy, and California Cabernet will
each show off different cheese characters.

Creamy Funky
Whether mellow or ripe, runny cheeses
show better with more subdued aromas and
flavours to complement rather than compete
with them. Brie, Camembert, Époisses, or
Taleggio all work with Amber Lagers or Brown
Ale as well as British Mild or Bitter.
Depending on how salty the cheese is, off-dry
Riesling or Gewürztraminer or even a lighter
Sauternes or Barsac will hold its own, as will a
regional red Burgundy or cool-climate Pinot Noir.

Blue
Traditionally paired with LBV or vintage Port,
these cheeses need muscularity, alcohol,
and intense flavours to match their salty/
savoury body and sometimes impressive funk.
Double IPA, aged Barleywine and Russian
Imperial Stout will all handle Blue Cheese
with ease, along with the added bonus that
they go well with nuts, the other traditional
accompaniment to this pairing.
Only the biggest wines really work here: Port,
Oloroso Sherry, Tokaji, Sauternes, or Riesling
will balance intensity and wow your customers’
palates.

The Infallible Choice
If your customer is in a rush and there isn’t
time to guide them through all of the options, a
perfect match with most cheeses is sparkling
wine or Champagne. Firm acidity, crispness

from the bubbles, and nutty-toasty flavours
cover almost all cheeses, and almost everyone
loves sparkling wine.
This applies to a good, crisp Pilsner as well.
Light grainy notes, a firm-but-not-sharp hop
character, and an effervescent head perform
just as well with nearly all cheeses as sparkling
wine, and the light colour and softer finish
appeals to nearly all levels of beer appreciation.
Competition for consumer dollars is as
intense as ever. By having the knowledge and
confidence to help your customers choose
successful, interesting pairings, you’ll
generate extra sales from multiple pairing
choices, and cross sales of wine and beer. Be
sure to follow up, either by speaking to them
the next time they come in to your store, or even
better, by asking permission to call or message
them after their pairing session to make sure
they enjoyed themselves. Be their expert, and
they’ll come back to you time after time.

liquor sales trends
August 1 – November 30, 2016 in HL

Hectolitres

Beer
Wine
Coolers
Vodka
Whiskey
Rum
Gin

165,615
156,397
59,452
31,063
26,546
18,875
2,693

% change from 2015

-21.47
-2.74
-3.21
-1.69
0.66
-3.91
-3.68

Source: Connect Logistics
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“It’s our Alberta grain, and our glacier
water,” explains distiller Matthew Hendriks.
“It’s the cleanest water you can get.”
This is what the craft scene is all about:
vibrant, social, mostly young, and
passionately local. And if your business
hasn’t already tapped into it, you’re missing
out on a lucrative opportunity.

Back to the Future

Crafty
Marketing
Look to Craft Beer & Spirits
for Inspiration
by Joanne Sasvari

It’s an off-season Thursday night at the Park Distillery in Banff, and the joint
is jumping as if it was a holiday weekend in the height of summer. Servers are
slammed, getting samplers of craft vodka, gin and unaged rye out to thirsty
customers. Guests lean over to their neighbours’ tables, asking perfect strangers
what they’re drinking. Downstairs, a steady flow of shoppers is keeping the retail
shop busy ringing up bottles of Park Chili Vodka for tomorrow’s brunch Caesars.
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Think of the craft movement as a return to
what Canada does best. Before Prohibition,
Canada was known for finely crafted ales
and spirits. We had the fields of golden
grain, the streams of crystal clear glacial
water, and the generations of German and
Scottish immigrants who knew their way
around a mash tun. But two World Wars,
Prohibition, the Depression, and an era of
strict government oversight drove nearly all
of Canada’s small brewers and distillers out
of business.
In the last 30 years or so, they’ve slowly,
then quickly, trickled back. Canada’s first
craft breweries opened in the mid-1980s,
around the same time Canada’s wine
industry got serious about vinis vinifera,
and by the 2000s, Western Canada’s first
craft distilleries were online. It was a perfect
pairing for the growing locavore movement
in cuisine: not just farm-to-plate, but-farm
to-glass.
But what, exactly, is “craft”? It is essentially
small batch production, legislated by
maximum outputs that vary from region
to region. (In Alberta, for instance, a craft
brewer is defined as one producing less
than 300,000 hectolitres per year.) Although
it is not necessarily true, “craft” also implies
that a product is made locally, traditionally
and independently, from ingredients that
are grown just up the road. It’s thought to be
more flavourful, more interesting, and more
varied than commercial products.
Craft, in short, is what the contemporary
market is craving.

Adding it All Up
The numbers alone tell the story. In 2015,
sales of craft beer soared by nearly 15% in
the US, according to the Nielsen research
company. In Ontario, craft beer has long
been the fastest growing alcoholic beverage
category, with sales up 20-30% year after
year. In BC, craft beer sales tripled between
2010 and 2015, with sales of $73 million in
2015 alone, according to a report in The
Province newspaper. Alberta boasted a
25% increase in craft beer sales last year.
Meanwhile, commercial beer consumption
continues to plummet by 6% per year in
most markets.
Today, there are some 10,000 craft breweries
worldwide, worth US$50 billion, according
to Neilsen. Nearly 500 of them are in Canada,
making this the sixth largest craft beer
producer in the world, and Beer Canada
reports an astonishing 108% increase in
the number of breweries across the country
since 2010. The number of craft distilleries
is also on the rise−from 50 in the US in 2005
to 769 in 2015.
Here in Alberta, since 2013, the number of
craft breweries and small brewpubs has
jumped from 14 to 52, and craft distilleries
from zero to half a dozen.

[

if your business hasn’t already tapped into it,
you’re missing out on a lucrative opportunity.

And thanks to a number of progressive
decisions by the province, more will be
on tap soon: In 2013, the Alberta Gaming
and Liquor Commission removed minimum
production requirements, making it
much easier for small producers to start
a business. Then, in 2016, the provincial

]

government announced a $20-million-a-year
grant program to assist Alberta brewers.
Meanwhile, Calgary amended its municipal
zoning rules to allow craft breweries in
populated areas, and Edmonton will likely
follow suit.
If politicians get it, retailers should too.
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November. Laws are ever-evolving, which
means that a retailer has to stay on top of
the latest changes or face substantial fines.
A retailer also has to be knowledgeable
about these products, so it’s important to
invest time in education. It’s not always so
easy to tell a craft product from one that is
simply being marketed as craft, especially
as the big players muscle into the game.

Crafting a Strategy
So is it worth carrying craft products
in your own retail outlet? It depends on
your business model, but if you want to
attract a social, engaged market that is
knowledgeable about wine, beer, and spirits,
then craft should be part of your plan.

The Customer is Always Right

What’s Not to Love?

It’s not just the numbers. The craft consumer
is one any business should be delighted to
attract. Both millennials and baby boomers
seek out craft products, which unlike
commercial beer brands, appeal equally to
men and women. Craft consumers are often
educated, well-travelled, and active on
social media. They have disposable income
and are happy to spend it on products that
appeal to their sense of quality, variety, and
support of local businesses.

Well, these customers can be demanding
and critical. If a product or experience
falls short, judgment is swift and harsh
and tweeted out to thousands of potential
customers.
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That’s just one of the drawbacks of the
craft movement. Craft products can also
be inconsistent, either in quality or supply.
Freshness is key, so storage and turnover
can be an issue−you likely won’t move
pumpkin spice ale in March or radler in

Not sure what to carry? Although there are
many exceptional craft ales and sprits from
across the country and around the world,
the best place to start is right here at home.
After all, in many consumers’ minds, “craft”
is just another way of saying “local”, and
Alberta’s growing number of breweries,
distilleries, and meaderies offer plenty of
great options.
Craft is also another way of saying “social”.
Consider installing a growler station
or tasting bar where distillers can offer
samples, bartenders can demonstrate
cocktails, and cicerones can lead classes
on tasting. It’ll give customers another
reason to visit, and to stay longer and spend
more money when they do.
Of course, selling craft products may not be
as easy as installing a growler station and
watching the money flow in. Then again,
sometimes, it is.

what’s New?

Beer

Wine

Stoked Winter Ale is a mildly spiced, rich winter ale. Cinnamon,
nutmeg, coca and clove notes are combined in this light brown Ale.
650ml bottle $4.40 whsl +1746

Other
Le Verre de Vin is the world’s #1 selling commercial wine preservation
system. The Verre de Vin Pod Bar preserves both still and sparkling
wines, while displaying them in an LED-backlit, digital temperature
controlled fridge. It fits into any bar, is ideal for ‘by the glass’ sales and
for wine merchants and retailers to offer a ‘try before you buy’ service.
www.christopherstewart.com

by Rita Alterio

Donna Maria Appassimento Syrah 2014 is 100% Syrah from the Elqui
Valley, Chile. It offers great fruit concentration with red pepper and dark
chocolate notes with a nice balance on the palate. 750ml $10.99 whsl
+783100
Tarot Grenache 2015 offers medium tannin content of the Grenache
grape. It provides an early drinking style red that has the fresh acidity
that one would expect from a white wine, while still providing the
fragrance and soft, round fruit flavours that are associated with this
variety. 750ml $19.99 whsl +532622
Fabulous Anta Tolna Pinot Noir offers ripe fruit aromas of pears,
apple, and melon mix with notes of pineapple and banana. Greasy,
with a good balance and a nice acidity. The finish is long and fresh.
750ml $8.99 whsl +192518

NAMES IN THE NEWS
by Rita Alterio

Welcome New ALSA Members

Appointments

Olympia Liquor Royal Oak, Calgary

David Claveau is the new General Manager of the Olds College Brewery. This is a teaching
brewery where students learn to become Brewmasters. His area of responsibility at the Olds
College Brewery includes strategy, marketing development, customer service and general
operation duties.

Olympia Liquor Marlborough, Calgary
Olympia Liquor 46 Ave, Calgary
Olympia Liquor Store (Westgate), Calgary
Olympia Liquor Macleod Trail, Calgary
Olympia Liquor Store (Chinook), Calgary
Olympia Liquor Store - Centre North, Calgary
Olympia Liquor Store - Bannister, Calgary

Awards
Congratulations to the following 2016 ALSA award recipients, who were honoured at a special
reception in October:
The Irv Kipnes Award for Excellence in Retailing - Sherbrooke Liquor Store, Edmonton

Olympia Liquor Creekside, Calgary

Don Eby Memorial Service Awards - Stacey Jo Strombecky, Renaissance Wine, Edmonton

Olympia Liquor (Evergreen), Calgary

Chairman’s Award - Kensington Wine Market, Calgary

Olympia Liquor Beacon Heights, Calgary

New Member Award - Craft Cellars Beer-Wine-Spirits, Calgary

777 Liquor and Wine, High River

Education in Retailing Award - Wine and Beyond at MacTaggart Ridge, Edmonton

Daily Liquor, Calgary

Greater Edmonton Zone Retailer of the Year - Color De Vino, Edmonton

New Discovery Wine, Calgary

Greater Calgary Zone Retailer of the Year - Crowfoot Wine & Spirits, Calgary
North Zone Retailer of the Year - Tait’s Cold Beer & Liquor, Lloydminster
Central Zone Retailer of the Year - Western Spirits, Westerose
Southern Zone Retailer of the Year - Westminster Liquor Store, Lethbridge
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Beer Notes

Winter Beers to Warm the Soul
by Kirk Bodnar

There is truly something special about the thought of curling up next to
a warm fire with a deliciously dark, strong and warming beer on a cold
winter day. It is possible to lose yourself in a snifter full of a bold BarrelAged Russian Imperial Stout, or perhaps even discover the meaning of
life while enjoying a rich and immensely complex Belgian Quad. Drinking
light and refreshing beers in the summer is great, but big winter warmers
are pretty special as well. If I had to choose between the two, I might just
choose the latter.
This speaks to the seasonality of beer, and how there is always a beer
to suit every situation. Cold weather is no exception to this rule, and
in fact, winter may be the best time of all to explore the vast plethora of
darker and more flavourful beer styles. Often called “Winter Warmers”
or “Holiday Beers”, these dark, strong, and sinfully rich beers are at their
best when the temperature dips.
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The seasonality of beer can trace its origins to the classical brewing
regions of the world and has evolved over the years to generally coincide
with regional culinary traditions. Consider the common preparations of
holiday comfort foods. This is the time of year where fall vegetables tend
to be well roasted, and eventually become scarce, allowing meat to take
main stage. Imagine smoky hams and roasted beef, or holiday spices and
rich gravies. It is exactly these flavours that go so well with styles such as
German Doppelbocks or big spicy Belgian Ales, which tend to be more
flavourful beers that often share similar flavour characteristics.
Any chef will tell you “colour is flavour”, generally referring to the
savoury flavours that commonly accompany browned or even charred
foods. The same can be said with beer. This is thanks largely to the
Maillard Reaction, which is a chemical reaction that occurs between
amino acids and sugars when heat is applied. This reaction creates

the char on grilled meat, the toasty crust on bread, and also the darker
colours and toffee-like, or even coffee and chocolate notes in roasted
malt, which form the flavour base of the beer itself. It is these flavours
that are completely complementary and pair perfectly with the typical
taste of comfort foods that we all know and love.
But how well do these beers sell? It is true that it would be unlikely for any
one of these big, dark, winter warmers to become best sellers in most
markets. However, don’t let this dissuade you from stocking these beers,
as the number of adventurous beer drinkers seeking out new and exciting
flavours is clearly growing. Also, these seasonal beers can often garner
a much higher price point. By keeping a couple of simple ideas in mind,
you could expose your customers to an amazing flavour experience, and
avoid sitting on old product.
Start with keeping your orders to a minimum. Order one case and see
how it sells. These beers tend to have a higher ABV and many are bottle
conditioned−aspects that aid in beer preservation−so if you did need
to sit on some leftover stock, the beer would be just fine (even better
in some cases) by next holiday season. Maybe you could market it as
“aged”.
You could start a new trend by creating a “Lent Calendar” to get rid of any
leftover stock. (Hey, that’s a pretty good idea actually.)
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Don’t let the dark colour scare you. A big and bold winter warmer can
truly be a thing of beauty, and carrying a good selection can introduce
your customers to new and exciting flavours and experiences.
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Your favourite comfy chair by the fire awaits…
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spiritSpotlight

by Eric Lorenz

Artisanal Trends in Agave Spirits
– What’s Old is New Again
Agave spirits are undergoing a renaissance,
at both ends of the chain, from producer
to consumer. New brands coming onto
the market are now more than just some
celebrity’s latest package containing tequila
previously marketed as something else, or
a “gold” tequila bottled at lower than 100%
agave (although these both still exist). Instead,
the renaissance is among small producers of
tequila, mezcal, and sotol making products
artisanally−processing using cooking and
fermentation methods going back thousands
of years, and crushing, distillation, and aging
methods going back hundreds of years!
Tequila, mezcal, and sotol all have appellation
of origin protections as do scotch, cognac,
armagnac, champagne, etc. They differ in
three primary ways: cooking method, agave
species, and region−with the first of these
being most noticeable in the glass. Of these
three spirits, mezcal is currently the fastestgrowing category.
Mezcal is made from agaves cooked in a
firepit in the ground for 4-6 days, primarily in
the Mexican state of Oaxaca, with other states
like Durango, Guerrero, Puebla, Tamaulipas,
and Michoacan also producing unique and
esoteric mezcals with smoky and sometimes
fruity, herbaceous, and/or floral flavours
and aromas. Mezcal is also allowed to be
produced in Guanajuato, San Luis Potosi,
and Zacatecas, but these states generally
use the more modern methods of production
synonymous with tequila, such as steamcooking instead of firepit roasting. Therefore,
these mezcals will not have the notes of smoke
found in firepit roasted agave mezcals.
Around 40 different species of agave (out of
the ~230 species known) may be made into
mezcal and are generally bottled as “singlespecies” products. Occasionally they are
bottled as an “ensamble” or blend following
specific, time-honoured proportions. The
most commonly used is Agave angustifolia
(Espadín in Spanish), due to the high sugar/
brix content of this species and its propensity
for maturing “quickly”−as little as 6-10 years
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as opposed to 14+ for Agave potatorum
(Tobalá) or an astounding 20+ years for Agave
marmorata (Tepeztate) or Agave americana
var. oaxacensis (Arroqueño).
Tequila - This spirit is made from a single
agave species Agave tequilana Weber blue
variety (a.k.a. blue agave). This species is
effectively a narrow genetic strain of A.
angustifolia and does not grow in the wild.
To make tequila, the agaves are cooked in a
steam oven−rather than a firepit−for around
36-79 hours depending upon the recipe of
each master distiller. All tequila must come
from the state of Jalisco, or small areas
of Guanajuato, Nayarit, Michoacan, or
Tamaulipas. The best unaged tequilas will
generally exhibit herbaceous, grassy and
sometimes floral notes. Those steamed
slowly at low temperature will even show a
hint of baked yam or caramelized sugar notes.
Sotol - Finally, sotol is a spirit made from
a plant called the Desert Spoon in English,
and simply sotol in Spanish. It is primarily
derived from the species Dasylirion wheeleri,
but also from other species in the Dasylirion
genus. Both Dasylirion and Agave genera
are in the Agavaceae family−making them
effectively cousins. Sotol comes from the
states of Chihuahua, Durango, and Coahuila
in northern Mexico. It is a true desert plant and
desert spirit, and often has a taste reminiscent
of both the resinous plants of the area and
the rocky, sandy soils in which it grows. Sotol
plants may be cooked in either a firepit or in a

steam oven, just like the methods used for its
cousins tequila and mezcal.
Crushing Method - Other differences
between agave spirits are due to the crushing
method. Most mezcal and artisanal tequilas
(only around 3-4% of all tequila brands) will
employ a large round stone wheel called a
tahona to crush their cooked agave after it’s
removed from the firepit or steam oven. In
some cases, the stone will be pulled around
by a horse or mule, and in very few cases by
a motor.
More commonly for tequila, a mechanized
roller/shredder/water-sprayer method will be
used. This still makes great tequila as long
as a slow, low-temperature cooking process
is used.
Another process used employs a diffuser−a
high-efficiency, high-speed process which
shreds the raw agaves first and then uses
high-pressure steam injection for maximum
extraction of the agave sugar. This generally
gets the job of shredding + cooking done in
about five hours, and is usually is applied only
to low-cost products.
Ask your agency representative which
methods apply to their products so you
can share the process with agave spirit
aficionados.

Eric Lorenz is owner of Lorenz Agave Spirits and is
founding partner of the Vancouver International Tequila
Expo. He can be reached at lorenz@agavespirits.com.
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